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Are Water Quality Regulations Giving
Manure a Bad Name?
Richard A. Levins
The most contentious issue in
Minnesota agriculture is the location
and operation of large livestock
farms. The Minnesota Pollution
Control Agency, many counties, some
townships, and even the Attorney
General’s office are all trying to
influence how farmers manage
manure.
The state has initiated a generic
environmental impact statement
(GEIS) to look at all aspects of
livestock farming in Minnesota.
Within the complex of regulations
created by these bodies is the basic
presumption that water quality
protection is a matter of keeping
plant nutrients that occur naturally in
manure out of surface water and
groundwater.
It goes without saying that the
state’s policy of protecting water
quality is important and proper. But,
we need to look at some unintended
consequences of this policy. In
Minnesota, we regulate nutrients
from manure, but we largely ignore
nutrients from other sources. The
consequence is that our regulations
give manure a bad name.
Is there another way to accomplish
the state’s water quality goals without
unduly discouraging livestock
production in Minnesota? Regulating
farm nutrients from all sources, not
just from manure, offers an intriguing
possibility.
The Current Program
Broadly speaking, water quality
regulations and livestock come
together in two ways. The first is in
regulations on the handling and
storage of manure to prevent leakage
or direct discharge from degrading
water quality. Such regulations are, at
least conceptually, straightforward.
It’s all a matter of proper engineering
and instruction.
With the second part of the feedlot
program—the application of manure
to farmland—effective regulation is
more complicated.
Thousands of livestock farms of all
types and sizes are required to submit
manure land application plans for
approval. The principal requirement
of these plans is that manure
nutrients, especially nitrogen, be
spread at what are called “agronomic
rates.”
Agronomic rates match plant
nutrient requirements and nutrient
applications in such a way that
excess nutrient levels do not unduly
compromise water quality. An
approved plan must show that there
are enough acres available to spread
manure at agronomic rates and
indicate what those rates are for each




There exists a very common feeling
that to bring unused land into use is
good—at all times, in all places, and
without reference to the relation
between costs and returns.
—Ray Teele, 1927
The sentiments reflected by Teele,
a long-time USDA water resource
expert (who by the way did not agree
with them), capture well the ethos of
water management in this country
until the very recent past. Drainage is
an unalloyed Good Thing.
But there was another aspect of this
ethos:
The problems of drainage, highway
construction, improvement of natural
waterways, and the conservation of
the state’s natural resources are so
intertwined that the solution of each
must be worked out with due regard
for the other.
—State Drainage Commission, 1913
This recognition of the complexity
of the state’s drainage System, as I’ll
call it, permeates Minnesota laws
over the decades. Drainage is a
management decision that cannot be
considered alone.
It’s a simple fact that much of
Minnesota’s agriculture was built on
drainage. A 1985 study estimated that
the state had nearly 5 million acres of
drained land. Only 20% of that was
drained by tiles, subsurface perfo-
rated pipes that convey excess water
from fields to collection ditches. The
rest was drained directly by ditches.2
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nutrients from commercial fertilizer
sources. Manure is a locally
produced source of plant nutrients.
Commercial fertilizer, on the other
hand, is imported. Furthermore, the
livestock industry adds value to feed
crops and is an important part of the
economy of rural Minnesota. But in
listening to most feedlot debates, you
come away with the impression that
we have “too much manure.”
Consider the case of Martin
County, a leading hog-producing
area in southern Minnesota. The
county is also in the watershed of the
Minnesota River, for which studies
have shown substantial concern for
water quality degradation due to
agricultural nutrients. One of our
graduate students studied the balance
between nutrient use and nutrient
requirements in the county. Her
results are thought provoking.
First, she estimated the nutrients
available from manure produced by
livestock in Martin County. She
compared that nutrient supply to the
nutrient requirements of crops grown
in the county. During 1988-1992,
nitrogen from manure could have
supplied no more than 22 percent of
the nitrogen required by corn grown
in the county. In most years, it would
have been less than that.
She did the same type of analysis
for commercial fertilizer sold in the
county. In each of those years, there
was enough nitrogen sold from
commercial sources to meet at least
90 percent of the crop requirements.
In one year, there was enough sold to
meet 147 percent of requirements.
She also found that, because of
increasing concentration, livestock
farmers have increasing difficulty in
using manure on land they farm. It is
more typical that animals are fed on
specialized farms, while crops are
grown on other specialized farms. If
manure is to be applied at agronomic
rates, it frequently must be applied to
land operated by farmers with no
livestock.
Although individual farmers in
Martin County may have “too much”
manure, the county is actually short
of nitrogen from manure by a factor
of four or five. From the county
perspective, Martin County is better
viewed as using “too much”
commercial fertilizer.
Economic Incentives
From an economic perspective, one
might be tempted to assume that
regulatory problems arise simply
from the fact that commercial
fertilizers are underpriced. If these
nutrients were more expensive,
farmers would be more likely to
instead use nutrients from manure.
Two principal ways of addressing
the overall problem of excess
nutrient application, regardless of
source, are manipulating the price of
nutrients and placing restrictions on
the amount that can be used.
Economists tend to consider price
manipulation more efficient than
quantity restrictions while permitting
more individual freedom of choice.
There are exceptions, including
nitrogen on Minnesota corn.
Research by another graduate student
Nitrogen has been the nutrient of
most concern in these plans because
of its potential to leach into
groundwater. Phosphorus has
received a lot of attention recently
since it can pollute surface waters
and cause algae blooms. But in either
case, nitrogen from manure and




Enforcement problems are one
reason we might want to look at other
ways to regulate land application of
manure. It is one thing to require
feedlot operators to submit a plan; it
is quite another to ensure that the
plans are followed.
As daunting as checking land
application plans for virtually every
feedlot in Minnesota might at first
appear, the challenge becomes even
greater upon reflection. Almost all of
these farms will spread manure
during a relatively short time in the
spring and fall. A sizable army of
regulators would be hard pressed to
see that manure is applied to the
proper fields. And what if they also
had to ensure that rates of
application were according to plan?
Fairness is an even bigger problem.
Farmers without livestock have the
option to apply manure, which is
heavily regulated, or commercial
fertilizer, which is not regulated at
all. Commercial fertilizer is easier to
handle than manure and is less likely
to draw nuisance complaints from
neighbors. Yet if we want to have
both an expanding livestock industry
and high quality water resources, it is
these farmers without livestock that
must somehow be induced to use the
growing supply of livestock manure.
You don’t have to be around a lot
of farmers to predict the answer to
the question, “Would you rather use
commercial fertilizer without
regulations or use manure and have
the Minnesota Pollution Control
Agency and a host of other agencies
looking over your fence?”  Yet this is
exactly the policy environment in
which we are trying to encourage
proper land application of manure.
The incentives are all wrong.
Too Much Manure?
Use of nutrients from manure
cannot be separated from use of



































found that the commercial price of
nitrogen is so low in comparison to
the value of the corn it is used on that
we would have to raise the price of
nitrogen dramatically to achieve
significant reductions in its use.
But the substantially larger
fertilizer bill has the unintended
consequence of reducing farm
profits. In fact, we could achieve the
same reduction in use by restricting
quantities of nitrogen and have a
smaller negative effect on farm
profits than we get by raising prices.
For example, for nitrogen fertilizer
applied in the form of ammonium
nitrate, a 100 percent increase in the
price of nitrogen decreased use by 25
pounds per acre. Increasing the price
of nitrogen from urea by 100 percent
reduced usage by 16 pounds per acre.
On the other hand, directly
restricting nitrogen as ammonium
nitrate to a level 25 pounds lower
could be achieved at a cost to the
farmer of $2.39 per acre. Achieving
the same reduction with a 100
percent tax reduced profits by $24.99
per acre.
In the urea example, reducing use
by 16 pounds per acre through
restrictions cost the farmer $6 per
acre while the 100 percent tax
method cost $21.84 per acre in lost
profits.
It seems clear that, if manure is to
be considered an essential part of a
comprehensive nutrient management
program, direct restrictions on use
may well have economic advantages
over taxation schemes. The question
becomes: Direct restrictions on what?
An Alternative
The current approach to regulation
of manure use provides some
incentives that work against its
intent—manure is made less
attractive to crop farmers. Making
nutrients more expensive is a costly
and possibly ineffective way to
increase manure use.
The option of direct restriction of
nutrient use, however, shows
promise. In fact, a program of direct
restriction is what we now have under
Minnesota feedlot law.
Unfortunately, the use of nutrients
from manure is restricted instead of
the use of commercial fertilizer.
Here is one way such restrictions
might work. When a livestock facility
permit is applied for, a land
application plan of the type now used
would be developed. The extra
commercial fertilizer needed for all
land to which manure is to be applied
would then be determined. Operators
of that land would be given rights to
buy only that amount of commercial
fertilizer.
Clearly, such an approach would
work best if all commercial fertilizer
sales were regulated to cover only
agronomic rates. Each farmer would
initially be permitted to buy enough
commercial fertilizer to cover all
crops at agronomic rates. But these
amounts would later be lowered when
manure permits came into play. The
farmers would essentially trade their
commercial fertilizer rights for
nutrients from manure.
The Situation Today
Minnesota has over 90 thousand
miles of watercourses, some 27
thousand miles of which are con-
structed ditches. These are intercon-
nected in a complex hydraulic web,
constituting a major civil works
structure comparable to the road
system in many areas. (Fig. 1)
Many times, the visual distinction
between ditches and natural water-
courses is slight: only legal distinc-
tions are noticeable. We manage
different parts of this hydraulic
system differently.
Streams and rivers are under the
purview of the state, while ditches are
largely under the control of counties.
Streams and rivers have water quality
“Reclaiming” swamps and flood-
plains was one of the first official
policies of state government. The
titles of early legislation are sugges-
tive. “An Act to encourage the
drainage of land” was passed in
1858, followed in 1883 by “An Act to
enable the owners of lands to drain
and reclaim them when the same
cannot be done without affecting the
lands of others.” A major reworking
in 1887 has remained the core of the
state’s drainage laws ever since.
For over a century it was our stated
policy to enable, indeed to encour-
age, landowners to drain land for
agricultural and other economic
(Drainage continued from page 1)
Conclusion
Current feedlot regulatory practices
have the undesirable side effect of
making nutrients from manure less
attractive than those from commercial
sources. The regulations therefore
discourage livestock production, a
major source of economic activity for
rural areas. The regulations also
discourage local production of plant
nutrients and encourage the import of
these nutrients.
Regulating feedlots indirectly by
limiting use of commercial fertilizer
shows promise. The permitting
system suggested here would have
the immediate advantage of “leveling
the playing field” for livestock
producers and is possibly more
enforceable than current regulations.
The final reason to consider a more
comprehensive approach to regulat-
ing application of plant nutrients
might be the most beneficial. Some
studies have shown that nitrogen
leaching can be a serious problem
even when agronomic rates are
followed. Significant improvement in
water quality may therefore ulti-
mately require nutrient application
rates that are lower than current
recommendations. Bringing about
these changes cannot be done with
feedlot regulations. A comprehensive
nutrient management system would
then not only be desirable—it would
be necessary.
Richard A. Levins is a professor and
Extension economist in the Department
Applied Economics at the University of
Minnesota.
development. This emphasis has
changed only in the past few decades
(and then not completely), as our
attention shifted toward the environ-
mental services that were said to
come from what we drained—
wetlands—and from the rivers and
streams that we drained to.
This article is a first cut at an
analysis of large-scale drainage
system decisions. It will show that I
can raise questions better than I can
answer them—but I hope that even
the asking can be instructive. My
principal concern is the public
management of private drainage
systems, particularly the problems
that arise from cumulative and
interconnected individual decisions.4
Figure 1. The Ditches of Faribault County. standards applied against them; ditches
are largely free of such regulation. We
have private ditches, county ditches,
judicial ditches, and (at times during
our history) state ditches. And within
the 7-county Twin Cities Metropolitan
Area, we have yet another set of
drainage rules.
Why Drain?
It is not my purpose here to
examine the claims that environmen-
tal services from wetlands and rivers
are disrupted by excessive or ill-
managed drainage. Nor will I take up
the question of whether continued or
increased drainage is in the
landowner’s interest. I simply accept
that drainage can influence environ-
mental service flows and that drain-
age remains a financially prudent
investment decision for many
Minnesota landowners. (On the latter,
see V. Eidman, Minnesota Farmland
Drainage: Profitability and Concerns,
Minnesota Agricultural Economist,
Spring 1997.)
Well-drained land exhibits higher
yields, more consistent yields from
year to year, and higher sales value.
Drained land is also more convenient
to manage, because planting and
tillage don’t have to wait long after
spring runoff or summer rains.
Farmland drainage, because it
improves farm profits, aids local
economies and increases property tax
bases.
At the farm level, little has changed
since 1913, when the State Drainage
Commission observed that …the prices
for drainage work throughout the state
have reached the lowest mark in its
entire history. The best and most
improved types of excavating machines
are now extensively used…and very
active competition takes place when-
ever contracts of any magnitude are
offered.
With recent changes in tiling
technology, landowners are improv-
ing existing installations (tiling at
closer distances) and draining new
lands at an ever increasing pace. In
many cases, these new installations
are overwhelming the capacity of
existing ditch systems to handle the
flow of water at peak periods.
The 1997 floods and recent
publicity over the so-called “dead
zone” in the Gulf of Mexico
(attributed by some to farmland
drainage and runoff throughout the
Mississippi Valley) only highlight a
problem that has been simmering for a
number of years. The events have
called attention to the way we design
drainage structures and to the way we
manage them.
The Problem
Our current drainage laws, based
on 1880’s institutions and 1920’s
technologies, will inevitably fail. It’s
only a matter of time.
So what can we do about it? Can we
redesign a drainage management
framework that better balances the
interests of landowners, local
management authorities, and the
public at large?
Let’s consider how we organize
drainage now, where the problems lie,
and a few broad institutional schemes
that might improve upon our situa-
tion.
In this article, when I talk about
“the drainage System,” I mean the
multi-owner and even multi-water-
shed set of drainage installations.
Drainage Districts, the current
management entity, cover several
score farms at most. The System is
made of myriad districts, counties,
and watersheds. It is this System that
requires attention.
Current Organization
In Minnesota, and in most other
states, drainage is essentially a
“right.” Landowners, if they meet
certain minimal conditions, can expect
to be allowed to keep their fields
drained under all weather regimes. It is
the responsibility of local authorities to
keep the ditches open and to make sure
the system works as designed.
The state’s drainage laws, developed
and elaborated upon over the past 150
years, have four prongs: legal, engi-
neering, environmental, and economic.
The first establishes the framework
within which we make decisions about
drainage management. There is a
complex series of procedures, docu-
mentation, and decisions that try to
ensure that all interests are represented.
Engineering and environmental
concerns are linked by design
specifications such as ditch profiles,
buffers, and outlet sizing. The
economics consist of fairly specific
allocation of construction and
maintenance costs and a generalized
balancing of societal costs and
benefits. (I’ll return to the economics
portion later.)
Drainage Districts, geographic (but
not institutional) subdivisions of the
drainage System, are essentially private
organizations managed by public
bodies, somewhat akin to public
utilities. There may be several such
districts in any given county. Overall
responsibility rests with a county
drainage authority, usually the county
board of commissioners. (Multi-county
drainage authorities are permitted but
rarely employed.) Their task is to
maintain the infrastructure already in
Only the public ditches (dark lines) and road network (light lines) for this southern Minnesota
county are shown. Ditches are the dominant water mover in the county, extending for 310 miles.
Streams and rivers (not shown) add another 270 miles to the county’s watercourse system.5
place and to oversee construction of
new facilities.
Drainage may no longer be encour-
aged as a matter of state policy, but it
is clearly still enabled. If a ditch is
inadequate to handle current or
anticipated water flows, it is the right
of the landowner to petition the
drainage authority for help.
This has led to a complex of levels
of decision making about drainage
infrastructure changes, outlined in
Table 1. (I draw from the Association
of Minnesota Counties briefing book
on drainage law.) For each type of
“project,” I list the procedure neces-
sary to activate county ditch author-
ity action. Don’t worry, you won’t be
quizzed on the specifics. They’re shown
simply to give you a flavor of the
various actions considered under
drainage law in Minnesota.
Policy Concerns
Let’s consider two of the many
drainage issues that Minnesota policy
makers will have to grapple with
soon. One is a question of science,
the other is a question of politics.
The purpose of drainage law and,
especially, the drainage authority, is
to coordinate action among indi-
vidual landowners, to reduce transac-
tion costs, and to assign costs to all
benefited parties. It seeks a balance
among public and private interests,
or financial and environmental
concerns.
Such balancing has never been
easy, but it has become even more
difficult in recent decades. Public
support for private drainage has
increasingly become conditioned
upon assurances that it will not
adversely affect downstream parties
or nonparticipating landowners. This
concern about “externalities,”
unintended consequences of farm-
land drainage investments, drives
recent criticism of existing drainage
law.
To what extent are claims of
downstream damage backed by
science? Can we measure the cumula-
tive effects of decisions that are
largely based on individual farm or
drainage district considerations? Can
drainage technology be changed
so that it accomplishes its goal—
getting water off of fields—without
seriously affecting downstream
living conditions?
Such questions can be addressed
only through further research, some
of it under way at the University’s
experiment stations and some of it
still in the proposal stage. It turns out
that we have considerable analytic
capability to examine questions of
water movement through the field
and through the soil, less capability
to examine questions of water
movement through tile and ditch
complexes, and very little at all when
it comes to issues at the System level.
The second policy concern is the
seemingly more mundane one of cost
allocation. Under current Minnesota
law, Repairs and Improvements are
charged against lands that “benefit”
from drainage changes. This is the
job of Viewers, “three disinterested
residents of the state qualified to
assess benefits and damages.”
Benefits are traditionally calculated
on the basis of improvements in crop
productivity. (Implicitly, the Viewers
are estimating increases in land values,
but they tend to couch their reports in
terms of annual revenue increments.)
But what about landowners whose
lands will be drained more but who
claim that they have no intention of
taking advantage of these agronomic
improvements? Is it fair that they be
charged for ditch modifications that
they don’t want or need?
Traditionally, the answer has been
yes. Recall the title of the 1883 law
noted earlier. Or note the comments
of Teele, our 1920’s drainage expert:
Drainage is of greater public
interest than irrigation in that the
reclamation of swamps has a marked
effect on public health, as well as on
the improvement of highways and other
public property. In addition, it is not
possible to limit its benefits to particu-
lar tracts of land….Because of this
greater public interest, the drainage
Project Petition signed by or decision by:
New System Majority of landowners that system passes over
Or
Owners of at least 60% of  property that system
passes over
Improvement of System At least 26% of owners of affected property
Or
Owners of at least 26% of affected property
Improvement of Outlets County board
Or
At least 26% of owners of adjoining overflowed
property
Or
Owners of at least 26% of adjoining overflowed
property
Laterals At least 26% of property owners
Or
Owners of at least 26% of property laterals pass over
Impoundment and Diversion A person, public or municipal corporation,
governmental subdivision, state or a department or
agency of state, the United States or any of its
agencies
Redetermination of Benefits Drainage authority
Or
Majority of owners benefited or damaged
Use of Outlet A person
Repair Individual or any entity interested in or affected by the
drainage
Consolidation or Division Any person interested in or affected by the drainage
Abandonment At least 51 % of property owners assessed for
construction of the system
Or
Owners of at least 51% of the property assessed for
the system
Table 1. Procedures to activate county ditch authority action.
Source: Association of Minnesota Counties6
district laws give less attention to
protecting the rights of the minority and
give more authority to public officials
to include land in drainage districts
regardless of the wishes of its owners.
Today, that grant of public authority
over private preferences may be less
supported. There are several drainage
districts in the state that count very few
active farmers among their landowners.
How much of the cost of ditch and
outlet maintenance are they likely to
agree to?
If the law were more permissive,
we could see as many petitions for
Abandonment in some parts of the
state as we now see petitions for
Improvement. But existing law was
designed to increase drainage, not to
reduce it. Is our management struc-
ture adequate to handle a partial
decommissioning of the drainage
inventory?
These two issues, in my judgement,
cannot be handled by the current
drainage management structure.
Counties really have no way to
adjudicate among the interests of
competing drainage districts or
among the interests of different kinds
of landowners than those presumed
when our legal procedures were
devised. Nor can they readily
measure the perhaps considerable
downstream effects of it. Existing law
does not serve well the needs of
county drainage authorities as they
struggle to manage the System.
Change the Law?
In drainage circles, the complex of
laws, rules, and procedures that
govern drainage in Minnesota are
called “ditch law.” The possibility of
reforming, revising, or repealing
these activities is referred to as
“opening up” ditch law.
The allusion to Pandora’s box, I
think, is not unintended. Many
parties are concerned that once
opened, ditch law could be so
transformed that it would be unrecog-
nizable (or at least undesirable) once
it was closed up again.
Some observers suggest that we
just open up the law a little bit, just
enough for some tweaking, not for
transforming. But everybody seems to
have identified a different element
they’d like to tweak. What should we
focus on—Abandonment? Viewing?
Access to outlets? Can all these
diverse interests be served through
minor adjustments?
I don’t think so. I think we need to
consider some more dramatic
changes in the way we manage the
drainage System in Minnesota. I see
two broad options, one that requires
detailed intervention in individual
drainage decisions and one that
permits extensive individual land-
owner autonomy subject to broad
policy guidance. I’ll call the two
modes “command” and “market.”
The Command Model
In this world, we would re-cast ditch
law into, something that looks more
like western irrigation law. When you
think about it, drainage and irrigation
really aren’t that different from each
other. Both involve the wrong amount
of water on particular pieces of land.
Both involve large engineering works
and big expenditures. Where they differ
is in how we’ve decided to manage
their operations.
In the west, irrigation water use is
managed by controlling access.
Every drop is metered out. This
institutional structure works because
it is relatively simple: property rights
are clearly specified, monitoring is
extensive, and the systems manage-
ment task has been well studied by
economists and engineers.
Could Minnesota’s drainage
System be organized like the western
irrigation System, with managers
controlling access to outlets rather
than to inlets?
Not right now. We really have no
idea how much water is moving
through the tile lines and ditches,
when it moves, or what’s in it.
Drainage, as now managed, doesn’t
require extensive day-to-day man-
agement decisions. Gravity does all
the work. The principal management
tasks are initial design and periodic
cleanout. Ditches are usually built
with no control structures, because
the design task was to clear the land
of water as quickly as possible, not to
monitor and meter its volume and
quality.
Had we the appropriate flow
control and monitoring equipment,
however, we could, under a full
command management model,
essentially declare that every ditch is
to be managed just as we now
manage natural watercourses. Each
would have flow restrictions, ambient
water quality standards, and clear
lines of management authority.
Control structures would be built so
that full hydraulic control over the
System could be maintained.
The Market Model
In this world, every landowner
would be assigned (or would pur-
chase) a certain number of drainage
rights, pieces of paper that permit the
holder to discharge a certain amount
of water to a public watercourse
(including ditches) at certain times of
the year. No paper, no drainage. The
number of permits would be set by
the capacity of the ditch and outlet
structures themselves.
These permits could be freely
exchanged. If you want to improve
your farm’s drainage, you’d need to
buy some more permits from neigh-
bors or from the ditch authority. If
you don’t intend to exercise your
allocated rights, you could sell them
to someone who does. And if you
want to reduce the amount of drain-
age in a watershed, you could buy up
existing rights and just sit on them.
Clearly, this option would require
extensive investment in monitoring
and control equipment. And we
wouldn’t want to jump into it right
away. But none of this is new to
economists. We’ve been studying
(and advocating) such arrangements
for decades.
Any Place for Economics?
Drainage System management is a
social science question, not a physi-
cal science question. We coordinate
drainage decisions through the
economics system (by prices) and
through the legal system (by poli-
cies).
Economists have been largely
silent when it comes to the manage-
ment of the drainage System. We
have helped calibrate the financial
incentives presented to farmers, and
we’ve done considerable work in
estimating economic values for such
natural amenities as wetlands.
But few economists have worked
closely with Viewers in helping them
apportion ditch system costs. We
haven’t advised drainage authorities on
how to conduct proper benefit-cost
studies for system improvements. We
don’t usually give ideas to regulators
trying to reduce transaction costs for
agencies or individuals. Nor have we an
extensive track record with local
authorities in devising management7
Source: Report of the State Drainage Commission on Drainage Work in Minnesota, 1913
structures that effectively deal with
large system aspects of drainage, or
with downstream parties estimating the
cumulative effects of individual
decisions.
Some of this neglect is due to the
failure of economists to impress upon
people that economics can be a
useful tool in many areas of manage-
ment, not just in business and
finance. And some is due to the
tradition of drainage being the
province of engineers and lawyers—
but not of economists.
I think this is unfortunate, because
economics really does have some-
thing to say about drainage manage-
ment. Economists need to more
actively insert themselves into
drainage debates, and local ditch
authorities need to more frequently
solicit the help of economists as they
work through their increasingly
complex responsibilities.
A GEIS on Drainage?
Minnesota law permits the prepara-
tion of occasional generic environ-
mental impact statements (GEIS) that
examine the environmental, social,
and economic aspects of far-ranging
issues and to recommend appropriate
legislation and research investments.
The Legislature just initiated a GEIS
on feedlots, and one on timber
harvesting was completed a few years
ago.
Doesn’t management of the state’s
drainage System seem like a likely
candidate for Minnesota’s next
GEIS?
Steven J. Taff is an associate professor
and Extension economist in the
Deparment of Applied Economics at the
University of Minnesota.
An early cost-benefit analysis of Minnesota drainage policy.8
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